For the perfect start to the CIE Expert Workshop, the VELUX group is hosting a welcome reception for all participants.

The welcome reception takes place Sunday August 12, 2018 at 5 pm at VILLUM Window Collection.

VILLUM Window Collection is a small museum that convey the history and development of the window. The museum is named after the civil engineer Villum Kann Rasmussen, who founded the VKR Group in 1941 and developed the VE-LUX roof window in 1942.

VILLUM Window Collection tells the story of the window's significance for people's access to light, air and view in a three-dimensional and sensuous exhibition.

A six metres long timeline recounts the history and development of windows and glass, from the first apertures in roofs and façades to contemporary, climate-friendly windows. The time tunnel allows visitors a tangible and sensuous experience of the window's central role in human beings' access to light, air and views.
The warehouse wall is a chance for visitors to explore more than sixty different windows from different eras. The windows are organised in chronological and stylistic order and colour-coded to correspond to the timeline, and arranged according to their historical time period.

At the welcome reception a guided tour will be available.


The welcome reception is included in the conference fee. At the welcome reception, there will be a small service of light food and drinks.

**ADDRESS**
The welcome reception takes place at:
VILLUM Window Collection
Maskinvej 4
2860 Søborg
Denmark

**HOW TO GET THERE**

**PUBLIC TRANSPORT**
Find your trip at [www.rejseplanen.dk](http://www.rejseplanen.dk)

S - train to Buddinge Station -> 20 min walk
Or
S - train to Buddinge Station -> Bus 300S to Gladsaxevej (Gladsaxe Ringvej) -> 10 min walk
TAXI
A taxi ride from Copenhagen City takes 20 minutes and costs approx. 30 €

CONTACT
The workshop is arranged by the Danish Building Research Institute (SBI) at Aalborg University Copenhagen.

If you have any questions please contact us.

Questions about the programme please contact Ásta Logadóttir,
asl@sbi.aau.dk

Questions about the venue, location etc. please contact organizer Birgitte Chris-tiansen kurser@sbi.aau.dk